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Silver Surfer
Take a Stand allows you to spend 
any team’s special Location that 
has . For example, you could 
use the  Mu Location to generate 
a  for the Silver Surfer. 

Protect the Earth will return the 
highest cost Supporting Character 
to its owner’s hand, whether that 
character is on your side or on 
another player’s side.

 

First Family Arc
The first Issue in this 3-Issue Arc 
introduced the Fantastic Four and 
their Frightful enemies. This Issue 
features the Silver Surfer and many 
of the Heralds of Galactus. And 
next Issue features the planet-
devourer himself as well as some 
more classic FF villains.

Main Characters that 
Change Names
The three Main Characters in this 
Issue have one name at Level 1 
and then gain a new name at Level 
2 once they’ve become a Herald 
of Galactus. (In case it’s not clear 
which Level 1 becomes which Level 
2, the card’s AKA can help.) 

Roberta
Receptionist prevents Roberta from 
leaving the front row. This means 
she can’t be moved to the back row 
during your Formation Step, and 
she ignores any card effects that 
would move her out of the front 
row. However, an effect could move 
her from one player’s front row to 
another player’s front row.

Herald of Galactus
This new Keyword can be found 
on several characters this Issue. 
The power stacks – so the more 
Heralds on your side, the fewer 
recruit points you’ll need to spend 
on Galactus. 

You may be wondering where 
Galactus is and what he does? The 
answer is that his Heralds have to 
check things out before he shows 
up! (Translation: You’ll get to see 
him next Issue.)

Legacy
Legacy can pay for Nega-Bands 
by spending either a  or a 
Negative Zone Location. Spending 
a Negative Zone means turning 
a Location named Negative Zone 
face down in your resource row 
or discarding one from your hand. 
(It works just like using a regular 
Location to pay for a super power 
except you don’t actually generate 
a power symbol.)  

Invisible Boy
Remove Cosmic Energy has no 
duration. Once you’ve named a 
super power (including one that 
is not currently in play if you like) 
enemy Supporting Characters 
can’t use that power for the rest 
of the game.  
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Receptionist 
Roberta is Friendly and can only be in 
the front row.  
Robot 

 Combat  or : Daze an enemy 
character melee attacking 
Roberta.

SUPPORTING CHARACTER
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ROBERTA2
MAIN CHARACTER
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Take a Stand 

The Silver Surfer can use other teams’ 

special locations with  to pay for his 

 super powers. 
 
Protect the Earth 

Main : If there is one supporting 

character with the highest cost, 

 put it into its owner’s hand.
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SILVER SURFER
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AKA Human Torch 

 
Herald of Galactus 

You pay one less to recruit Galactus 

supporting characters. 

 
Remove Cosmic Energy 

Main : Name a super power. Enemy 

supporting characters can’t use 

that super power this game.

SUPPORTING CHARACTER
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INVISIBLE BOY

5
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Nega-BandsMain  or Negative Zone: Put Legacy into his 

owner’s hand. You may put a supporting character with 

a different name and cost less than or equal to the 

number of resources you have from your hand onto 

your side. At the end of your turn, put that character 

into its owner’s hand and you may put that 
Legacy from your hand, onto your side.

SUPPORTING CHARACTER
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LEGACY
4

MAIN CHARACTER
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AKA �Human Torch�  
Herald of Galactus 
You pay one less to recruit Galactus 
supporting characters.  
Stellar Flare! 
Main : Put three +1/+1 counters on 
�Nova�, then she strikes an 
enemy supporting character.|
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�NOVA�

MAIN CHARACTER
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Herald of Galactus 
You pay one less to recruit Galactus 

supporting characters. 

 
The Power of a Miniature Sun 

Main : Remove an enemy 

supporting character other than 

Captain America or Wolverine  

from the game.|
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FIRELORD
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Herald of Galactus 
You pay one less to recruit Galactus supporting characters.  
Pastor Mike 
When an Evil character appears on your side, put two +1/+1 counters on it,  and it becomes Good until it 

leaves play.

SUPPORTING CHARACTER
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Ardina
Clone of the Silver Surfer refers 
to the “card title” Silver Surfer. 
This means the name at the very 
top of the card must be Silver 
Surfer. AKAs don’t count.

Checklist
Main Characters
•	�Human Torch� (Level 1)
•	�Nova� (Level 2)
•	Norrin	Radd	(Level	1)
•	Silver	Surfer	(Levels	2-3)	
•	Pyreus	Kril	(Level	1)
•	Firelord	(Level	2)	

Supporting Characters
•	4	Ardina
•	4	Shalla-Bal
•	4	Roberta
•	4	Ganymede
•	4	Legacy
•	4	Praeter
•	4	Invisible	Boy
•	4	She-Thing
•	4	�Nova�

•	4	Firelord
•	4	Silver	Surfer

Fantastic Four
The Core Four requires you to 
have at least one of the listed 
characters face up on your side. 
You can then give any character 
on your side (not just one of the 
core four) a combination of four 
total ATK/DEF. For example, you 
could	give	a	character	+0/+4,	
+1/+3,	+2/+2,	+3/+1,	or	+4/+0.	
Note: You can’t use negative 
numbers here such as +5/-1. 

Plot Twists
•	4	Fantastic	Four

Select Keywords
The following keywords are 
featured on cards without 
a description.
Friendly: This character 
can’t attack.
Safeguard: Characters in 
this character’s row without 
Safeguard can’t be attacked.
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PLOT TWIST
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The Core Four Play this only if Human Torch, Invisible Woman, 

Mister Fantastic, or the Thing is face up on your side. 

 

 Combat: A character on your side in the combat 

gets any combination of ATK and DEF with a total of 

four this combat.

FANTASTIC FOUR
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Clone of the Silver Surfer 
As an additional cost to recruit Ardina, 
wound a character on your side with 
the card title Silver Surfer.

SUPPORTING CHARACTER
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